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Doomed and Laughing about It: the Subjecthood of Ingyo in Contemporary South Korea 

In one of the most memorable scenes of the 2004 Korean blockbuster "Once Upon a 

Time in High School," the rebellious teenage protagonist comes home to his father seething 

at a recent grade report. The father spits out, "You know what you're going to be if you don't 

go to college? An excess human being (ingyo ingan)! You'll be the dregs of society!" Soon 

after the film's release, clips of the diatribe went viral in online communities, and with it, the 

phrase "ingyo ingan". In no time, many began to use the word "ingyo'' to describe themselves 

and others, both online and offline. 

In the face of ever-rising standards of employability and capitalist logic that measures 

one's human-ness by one's social utility, ingyo as a name expresses the sentiment of being 

"doomed" to uselessness ( qtd. Hwang). Yet simultaneously, calling oneself ingyo can be an 

act of liberatory resignation, a fortn of self-mockery that makes one's deplorable state the 

shared subject of humor. With these multiple affective tones in mind, I hope the examine 

online cultural productions of the ingyo described as byongmat. Literally translating to 

"fuckhead flavor", this adjective is applied to comedic acts and materials such as webcomics 

or videos that lack a clear narrative or logic as well as technical expertise in its execution. 

Often parodies of welmeidu1 mainstream cultural productions, byongmat comedy prompts the 

questions of why and how ingyo has become a possible and commonly donned subjectivity 

for South Korean youth; the hyper-referentiality and thriving comments sections of byongmat 

productions bring us to ask what forms of collectivity and sociality are emerging in the 

present context of economic and social precarity. 

1 transliteration of "well-made" 










